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critical air support to
health and related sectors

IAS Medical

Door to Door Medical Care
Air Ambulance Repatriation
At IAS Medical we provide a European air ambulance service for the safe
and comfortable repatriation of loved ones who become sick or injured
abroad.
We repatriate a wide range of clients, on aircraft as diverse as commercial
airliners to private jet air ambulances 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Our experience ensures every aspect of the repatriation from the medical
staff to the ground ambulance is always dictated by the medical requirements
of the patient.
As a result every client, from major insurance companies to private
individuals, receive the same professional door to door service in the
most appropriate, and most comfortable, medical vehicles available.
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24 Hour Dedicated Service
European Organ Transport
At IAS Medical we provide a dedicated 24 hour rapid response organ
transport service to transplant co-ordinators throughout the UK and
Europe.
Our experience ensures organs, blood samples, medical equipment and
surgical teams arrive exactly where and when you want, 24 hours a day.
This is what we do. We do it every day. And we do it well.
We have the know how to manage, optimise and deliver a seamless door
to door organ transport service.
At every major step we provide up to the minute progress reports to ensure
transplant co-ordinators have the information they need to manage the
whole process effectively.
Saving time; saves lives.
When time is of the essence call IAS Medical on 0870 042 1465.
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Rapid Response Medical Aircraft

Medical Team Transfers
At IAS Medical we specialise in flying surgical teams from hospital to hospital
throughout the UK and Europe.
Providing the NHS and European hospitals with 24 hour flight support IAS
Medical ensures medical staff are always positioned where they are needed.
Our rapid response team will listen to your needs and will choose the most
cost effective and appropriate aircraft for your medical team.
From helicopters to private jets, we understand that people’s lives depend
on our reliability and swift performance. That’s why we provide a highly
experienced, 24 hour, rapid response team to deal with your requirements.
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Cost Effective Cargo Solutions
Medical Cargo Flights
European medical institutions use our services to transport blood samples
and medical organs throughout Europe, but few realise we also transport
large and oversized medical equipment.
Although most medical equipment can easily fit onboard a small or
medium sized cargo aircraft, we have access to a wide variety of large
cargo airliners should you urgently need to transport larger medical items
such as full length scanners.
Whatever the size of your medical cargo, if the cargo is time critical and
you want to be confident it will arrive on time, then call IAS Medical now
on 0870 042 1465.
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Comfortable Patient Transport
Hospital to Hospital Patient Transfers
IAS Medical have partnered with leading operators of especially adapted
medical aircraft to provide comfortable and reliable air transport to the
injured and infirm.
This makes IAS Medical one of the largest air-medical brokers in the EU.
Our team are dedicated to providing a cost effective, safe and rapid
transportation of patients.
Our service allows the NHS and other health institutions to transport
patients day and night between hospitals with confidence.
For further information please give us a call on 0870 042 1465.
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